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1. Executive Summary
This document focuses on the business case for the RED-Alert platform. It should be
noted that the information herein may be adjusted based on the results of the pilot
sessions and field trials; however as detailed herein it seems that RED-Alert should
cover its cost of Euro 5,000,000 and turn a profit upon arrival at 13 LEA clients with an
average of 5 licensed users1. Additionally, the results of the initial pilot will enable the
consortium to assess the market share potential of the RED-Alert platform in
tangential and/or different markets than the LEAs. In that sense, the business case for
the RED-Alert platform will be bolstered even further.
The information gathered suggests that preferable business model the RED-Alert
platform should establish its sales, would be an initial acquisition cost per client
coupled with an annual fee per licensed user, as this seems to be the business model
generally preferred by the LEAs. Moreover, as the quantity of data monitored by REDAlert grows the above business model is very effective as the increase in activity and
data used can be priced through an increased annual license fee so that the platform
will not lose profit margin, much like cloud storage services such as Dropbox, Google,
Amazon etc.
As the pilot has not been completed as yet, this report is preliminary in nature and any
metric referred to herein is dependent on the outcome of the field trials and may
change once its results come in. However, as demonstrated below even at this stage, it
is quite evident that the potential of RED-Alert is cross markets.
Red-Alert initially intended to serve as an LEA integrated solution. However, while
working on the development of this solution, it became clear that the solution may be
quite easily adaptable to other tangent fields (e.g. crime fighting, financial institutions,
insurance companies) at a minimal cost, thus increasing its commercial viability and its
potential ROI. It should be noted that the expansion into other such markets may be
performed after the RED-Alert system has established itself as a platform of choice
within the LEA market.
1

Based on a Eur 400,000/LEA initial acquisition cost and EUR 4,500/licensed user/annum. The above
information has been collated from various LEAs the consortium members have access to.
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The rationale for expansion into additional markets relies on the following:


New innovative and most importantly synergetic product (goods or service): The
RED-Alert solution focuses on a real-time terrorist content early detection and
analysis within the LEA market. Yet, the algorithm and technology are flexible
enough so that with minimal adaptation the product can be converted to cover
other areas that require real time analysis (e.g. multimedia analysis, adaptive
targeted marketing, competitive customer intelligence, content optimization, or
event to cyber-threats detection).



New innovative method: Since the project integrates, for the first time in a
commercial product, few scientific methods (AI, SNA, NLP and CEP) coupled with
real-time processing capabilities, new work methods should be developed in order
to maximize the use and benefits derived from the final product, either in the
counter-terrorism field or any other field the product is applicable to.



Potential new Business model: in addition to sale or licensing, the platform may be
also be used as a potentially data centre or a shared repository for a specific LEA or
an alliance of LEAs so that several LEAs can share certain types of information on it
as well share alerts, updates and the like. This model will be based on the entire
IPR owned by a central body.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 740688
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2. Project Description: What is RED-Alert?
2.1. What is RED-Alert system?
The RED-Alert platform is a complex, novel AI technology embracing Natural Language
Processing (NLP), Social Network Analysis (SNA) and Complex Event Processing (CEP) to
provide a complex toolkit for almost/near real-time data analysis, and subsequently
enabling LEAs to take action accordingly.

RED-Alert is being developed in order to provide early detection of online
radicalization processes and support counter terrorism, globally. When it comes to
online communication, terrorist groups abundantly use social media and networking
sites primarily for radicalization, psychological warfare, propaganda, fundraising,
recruitment, mobilization, networking, information sharing, planning, coordination,
data manipulation and misinformation. Various platforms are used for these purposes
and though Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) are having some tools to monitor these
online discussions, they cannot garner actionable insights from these. Some of them
do not even have any tools, they are scrolling through messages online manually.

In order to be able to keep up with the abundance of information in the terrorist
domain and its wide spread dissemination, LEAs need a tool that provides:


Real-time monitoring of social media and networking sites, the
sophistication of which is able to detect early stages of radicalization



Clear actionable insights – while, at the same time ensuring that
national and international privacy and other relevant laws are complied
with;



Minimal data leakage.

RED-Alert provides all of the above and more its technology is rather easily adaptable
to other tangent fields (e.g. multimedia analysis, adaptive targeted marketing,

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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competitive customer intelligence, content optimization, or event to cyber-threats
detection) which increases its exploitation potential.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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3. Market Analysis
3.1. Industry Challenges


The evolution of social media has created new communication channels
and changed the way people communicate, however this new medium of
human interface does not come without its disadvantages and costs; The
growth in user-generated content has on the one hand ushered in the Big
Data era, but at the same time created an environment where
communications and electronic traffic, especially an online one containing
valuable data, be it about critical threats and criminal activity, health scares,
natural disasters etc. are ignored, due to the sheer inability to process –
much less analyze – such a large quantity of data.



Global terrorism and radicalization is one arena where the above statement
holds true. Indeed, it is considered to be one of the biggest threats to
security Europe is currently facing. Online propaganda and radicalisation
activities can be linked to a large number of terrorist attacks that have
taken place in Europe and other parts of the Western world in the past five
years. According to Europol, in 2018, a total of 129 foiled, failed and
completed attacks were reported by EU Member States. All fatalities from
terrorism were the result of jihadist attacks: 13 people lost their lives. In
addition, 46 people were injured in jihadist attacks. [1]. According to the
Global Terrorism Index (based on the Global Terrorism Database) 18,814
people died in terrorist attacks in 2017, ISISs being the deadliest terror
group. The report notes that since 2014 there is a noticeable shift towards
simpler attacks against non-traditional targets [2]. Because of the relative
security and safety, accessibility and anonymity the web provides, terrorists
and extremists have shifted many of their radicalization activities from
public spaces — such as mosques in case of the Islamist extremist groups —
to online environment, particularly social media sites. Of special note is the

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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alarming fact that, according to experts, the radicalization processes that
prior to social media era required several years to complete has now been
accelerated to just a couple of months, aided by the prevalence of the
Internet and, most importantly, social media2 that has the power to
move/direct massive amounts of people into a given ideological direction,
through content designed to win the hearts and minds of the vulnerable,
who are prone to extremist ideas.


Some of the most popular social media services used by terrorists today are
Twitter, Facebook and the YouTube channel. In the case of Twitter, this
social network has been instrumental in recruiting and radicalization
activities for the Islamic State[3]. Via YouTube, the terrorists have been able
to radicalize and convert people; thanks to the ability video has to
effectively address their messages on a more personal level. The problem
has become so severe, that YouTube has begun its attempt to combat the
problem, experimenting with methods that counteract the plethora of
propaganda-related content by burying it and redirecting the user to other
content [4]. Scholar Gabriel Weimann cites the US Department of
Homeland security the various terrorist uses of Facebook, such as sharing
operational and tactical information including bomb recipes, weapon
maintenance and tactical shooting; linking to extremist sites in Facebook
groups; and a platform for terrorist propaganda and extremist ideologies
[5].



In the wake of the March 2016 Brussels attacks, European Commission
Migration Commissioner, Dimitrios Avramopoulos, noted: “Traditional
intelligence is not enough. We must detect radicalization activities and
those vulnerable to radicalization before they act.” Leaders of the UK,
France and took time out at a UN summit in 2017 to meet with tech giants
like Google, Facebook and Microsoft on how to fight online extremism.3

2

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/24/opinion/sunday/facebook-twitter-terrorism-extremism.html

3

Tech giants told to remove extremist content much faster, Natasha Lomas, September 20, 2017,
https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/20/tech-giants-told-to-remove-extremist-content-much-faster/amp/
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It is obvious that there is an urgent need to immediately address the lack of
competent collection and effective analysis abilities both on the EU level as
well as a global one and meet this challenge by providing the ability to
automatically detect terrorist activities as they are happening and provide
law enforcement agencies with the tools to rapidly intervene in real time.



Indeed, according to a 2017 report by Europol, specifically regarding social
networks,

“Jihadist

groups

have

demonstrated

a

sophisticated

understanding of how social networks operate and have launched wellorganized, concerted social media campaigns to recruit followers and to
promote or glorify acts of terrorism and violent extremism” [1].


However, as it was laid out in the Description of the Action (DoA), the
existing social media analysis products fall short in this mission, while the
law enforcement agencies (LEAs) are left scrambling to find a solution to
this harrowing dilemma [6]. The successful implementation and distribution
of the RED-Alert platform to as many LEAs as possible will help solve this
problem.

3.2. RED-Alert - Unique Synergetic Solution
In order to be able to keep up with the influx of information emanating from
the terrorist online presence space, LEAs need a multi layered and
comprehensive tool enabling them:


real-time monitoring of social media and networking sites, the
sophistication of which is able to detect early stages of radicalization;



Minimal data leakage.

RED-Alert provides all of the above and more its technology is rather easily
adaptable to other tangent fields (e.g. multimedia analysis, adaptive targeted
marketing, competitive customer intelligence, content optimization, or event to
cyber-threats detection) which increases its exploitation potential.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 740688
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It should be noted that the above features resulted from the analysis carried
out in D1.4 Commercial Requirements [7].

In summation, the RED-Alert platform is a complex, novel technology
embracing, for the first time in a commercial product, Natural Language
Processing (NLP), Social Network Analysis (SNA) and Complex Event Processing
(CEP) to provide a complex toolkit for almost/near real-time data analysis, and
subsequently enabling LEAs to take action accordingly.

3.3. Competitive Landscape - Players and Products
Social media analytics was a $2.23 Billion industry in 2016 and at the time it
was suggested that it would increase to $9.54 Billion by 2022 [8]. As detailed in
the Market Size section below it appears that this projection was wonderfully
modest. There are hundreds of service providers and solutions competing for
consumers, but few actually serve the very specific needs of Law Enforcement
Agencies (LEA). In fact, most LEAs are left behind when it comes to social media
intelligence, since the tools in their arsenal are rudimentary, non-specific (and
non-secure) for the task at hand.

When it comes to online traffic analysis, especially social media platforms,
based on the consortium’s research, LEAs need to process streams of
information, in multiple languages and at a speed that is close to real time.
NONE of that is fully covered by any of the current major competitors in the
social media analysis field and the RED-Alert platform is currently the only tool
that meets the above LEAs needs in a synergetic manner and moreover, in light
of its AI features and capabilities it is capable of easily adding on additional
languages and seamlessly provide its deliverables in that new language. Surely,
this ability opens up a much larger pool of potential customers for the platform
either in the LEA space or other industries.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 740688
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LEAs use commercial tools, such as Coplink Forensic Logic (Formerly an IBM
product) or Palantir, but these solutions focus primarily on data mining and
predictive analytics in the crime space and neither cultivate mapping of global
terrorist activity, nor are they able to integrate culture-dependent knowledge.

Generalist commercial tools do not dispose of the domain-specific knowledge,
thus cannot deliver fine-tuned analytics to the end-users. Currently used
commercial tools do not have specific crime and suspects’ detection
capabilities, or evidence preservation. LEA-focused tools (such as Lexis Nexis
Social Media Monitor) do not provide an in-depth analysis and actionable
insights for the end-users. Some LEAs do not even make use of such tools, they
search and read manually through social media pages using Google Translate,
hoping to find and be able to filter Jihadist content.

None of these tools offers the multi-layered and synergetic solution the REDAlert platform provides.

The Consortium’s review on the competitive landscape can be seen on the
following figure (see Figure 1 below):

Figure 1: Competitive Landscape

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Drilling down to the major competing products being close to RED-Alert in
terms of their capabilities, we see that RED-Alert is still the highly superior
product. For example LEA used tools such as COSAIN, PREDPOL or PRECOBS
seem to miss what RED-Alert hits. COSAIN is a tool to control events monitoring
social media platforms in live time, tracking emerging threats, also indicates the
network of subject, but lacks a CEP module. Both PREDPOL and PRECOMBS are
predictive policing tools focusing on crime and not terror, using AI to help LEAs
in crime prevention, however, they do not have SNA or CEP capabilities [9].
Moreover, existing commercial software used by LEAs (IBM i2 Analyst
Notebook, Palantir) are primarily targeted on organized crime networks and
lack the advanced NLP, SNA, CEP or AI capabilities to tackle global terrorist
networks. In D1.4’s Capability Gap Analysis section we have covered these
tools: IBM i2 Analyst Notebook is a data intelligence tool providing
multidimensional visual analysis capabilities [9]. This tool embraces network
visualization, social network analysis, geospatial and temporal views to help
identify threats. Palantir Intelligence is a data analytics tool, which connects
already existing infrastructure. However, they do not have NLP and CEP
capabilities which LEAs acutely need, especially in light of the growing number
of languages used for online communication on social media

Another important factor is the time lapse between a time a post appears
online and the time it is “red flagged”. Indeed, for some people who are watch
lists this red flagging is very fast but in terms of early detection of new contacts
this may take, depending on the specific LEA’s setup within its own legal and
law enforcement system, anywhere from hours to weeks4. RED-Alert cuts down
this wait time to an almost real time deliverable, regardless if this is a new
contact or an individual on a watch list.

4

This timeline represents the specturm wiithin the LEAs the consortium memebrs have access to.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Moreover, currently intelligence analysts rely on a variety of non-LEA specific
tools to monitor social media for terrorist activity and radical content. While
commercial products do provide solutions to their identified needs, very few go
beyond crude metrics and were not built with LEAs needs (data protection,
evidence preservation, basic security) in mind. Some of those solutions include
text analytics tools such as Crimson Hexagon which, like RED-Alert, rely on
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and automated semantic analysis for
unearthing insights. NONE of them includes all of RED-Alert’s features.

Some analysts also rely on commercial social media monitoring tools such as
Radian6 and Sysomos, but were built for monitoring consumer sentiment and
brand reputation; therefore, they are not designed for crime-sensing needs.

Current LEAs focused tools, “risk solutions” are lacking actionable insights and
represent an important “intelligence gap” unsatisfied by social media analytics
products. Since time is crucial in detecting potentially dangerous issues, real
data-driven decision making can only be made possible by highly scientific tools
with the ability to properly process huge amounts of data in order to detect
and monitor events in real-time. Currently only RED-Alert is capable of
providing such response time.

Given the varying features and coverage of social media by the above
monitoring tools, is clear why LEAs use not one but several or in some cases all
of these tools at the same time, in order to satisfy as many needs as they can
but definitely not all of their needs. IBM’s i2 Analyst is by far the most popular
and used mainly for visualising data from disparate sources (internal
intelligence, phone records, etc.). Given that i2 is not a monitoring tool, it is
used in conjunction with some or all of the products seen in the matrix (which
are monitoring via keyword or location). The main disadvantage of the tools
LEAs are currently using is that they lack automated detection capabilities. They
don’t possess artificial intelligence and do not learn from user input, so they
cannot increase accuracy over time or learn from past cases. In addition,
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 740688
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intelligence analysts are obliged by these tools to “know what they are looking
for” beforehand since they are keyword-driven. As RED-Alert will have built-in
intelligence via NLP and CEP, this will allow LEAs to automate a large part of
their intelligence gathering tasks to the system and concentrate on other
important work.

The number or relevant competitors is limited, only a handful of them are using
a LEA-specific tool. Commercial tools are being used to an extent, but they
either lack capabilities that RED-Alert will be offering, or they are not LEAspecific. Among the listed tools there is not one similar tool that would be
addressing the needs of LEAs in the domain of cyber terror and none of the
above tools features all the qualities, speed of processing and synergetic work
product as the RED-Alert platform

3.4. Target Market
The most likely candidates for the RED-Alert platform would be LEAs globally
however in light of the high adaptability of the platform, other potential
markets would be the Big Data and Analytics market and their various
multimedia analytics, adaptive targeted marketing, competitive customer
intelligence, content optimization, event to cyber-threats detection, crime
fighting, financial institutions and the like applications [10].

The RED-Alert project will stand out as a marquee sample for successful
implementation of a complex integrated solution combining NLP, SNA, CEP and
AI/ML for Social Media Analytics and Open-Source Intelligence, by enabling the
delivery of automated detection of potential terrorist content in social media
streams – all at a real time level required by LEAs . The solution will be easily
adaptable to other fields as mentioned in the previous paragraph.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 740688
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3.5. Target Audience
The community of the target audience consists of:


Industry organizations: integrated law enforcement software suppliers,
social

media

analytics

suppliers,

technology

companies,

financial

institutions, insurance companies;


Research: security and counter-terrorism researchers, ICT researchers;



Public authorities: EU bodies, decision-makers, local municipalities, relevant
ministries, security intelligence services, cyber security authorities;



General public: media outlets.

For this stage of the RED-Alert project we provided a more detailed and
analysis for LEAs needs as being the central targeted user group. However, we
believe the platform is quite easily expandable / adjustable to other fields (infra
and supra).

Figure 2: Additional verticals of RED-Alert

Apart from crime sensing, i.e. an early detection tool for criminal and terrorist activity,
the RED-Alert has various additional key features, which can meet the needs of not
only public authorities, but industry organizations and research institutes. A few
applicable examples:

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 740688
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RED-Alert could be used as a prediction tool for target audiences due to the ability to
detect the users’ opinions and feelings. This very feature could be beneficial for the
industry organizations, such as social media analytics suppliers for instance. It could be
used as an anti-fraud detection technology recognizing fraudulent activity, such as
scams and phishing before it becomes harmful for the entity, being helpful for
decision-makers.

Governments – or relevant ministries from the identified target audiences, could use
RED-Alert to detect potential civil unrest.

In the public health sector, potential epidemics and other health issues could be
detected – which could be beneficial for the local municipalities.

In sales, sales leads and customer needs could be identified. In the financial sector,
market predictions can be made.

Regarding online safety, bullying and harassment can be detected too.

Market Size
Market researchers are forecasting Big Data and Analytics market to hit $275
billion worldwide by 20235, while the Social Media Analytics market is expected to
reach $9.56 billion by 2022 in USA alone.

Of that market the LEA submarket consists of thousands of LEAs worldwide that
are prime candidates to become RED-Alert clients as they stand to immensely
benefit from using the platform7.

5

6

https://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/big-data-analytics-market-4503
http://www.adweek.com/digital/guy-sheetrit-over-the-top-seo-guest-post-social-media-analytics-market/

7

To date there are 18,821 LEAs worldwide. Their approximate distribtions is as follows: USA – 17,954 (of which approx. 15,000 are
being discounted due to their size); Canada – 62; South America – 62; Europe – 307; Asia/MEA – 302; Africa – 85; Australia/New
Zealand – 42; International – 7.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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RED-Alert platform will be able to expand beyond its original LEA focus and in light
of its innovative features garner a growing market share.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 740688
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4. SWOT Analysis
4.1. Strengths and Opportunities
Opportunities for the commercialization of RED-Alert platform are plentiful given the
existing needs of LEAs and the mismatch with current tools.

RED-Alert platform will use Social Language Processing (SLP), an interdisciplinary
approach combining SNA and NLP tools to assess social features in communication by
terrorist organizations. The NLP paradigm represents a rapprochement of theories,
tools and techniques from cognitive science, communications, computational
linguistics, discourse processing, language studies and social psychology.

RED-Alert’s NLP tools will include new features for processing and analyzing social
media messages in real-time to automatically extract named entities, assign sentiment
scoring (at general and entity level), detect author emotion and classify social
conversations into thousands of topics and subtopics.

RED-Alert platform will have a competitive advantage over existing solutions thanks to
the following innovations:


Domain-language-register sensitive NLP performed while employing a
combination of algorithms of all types, using the most suitable algorithms that
were tailor-trained for each textual register. Innovative research will be
performed to discover the appropriate balances between the different
algorithms and enable the NLP engine to automatically tailor itself to the input
language register. Thus, this feature ensures that the results are applicable in
the LEA-domain;



Ontology-based analysis to apply extra-linguistic, language-dependent and
culture-dependent information. Identification of the semantic affiliation
between the ontological concepts in order to infer a broad sentiment from
specific ones. This entails aggregation of information regarding sentiment
towards specific entities to a general aggregated sentiment towards their

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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“parent” entities. It will include application of cultural memes to sentiment
detection using terrorist domain-tailored entity-level sentiment detection that
is syntax and context aware. Thus, this feature ensures the detection of fine
differences between words, and also to discover entities;


Innovative sentiment analysis algorithm capable of identifying the attitude of
the author of a given text towards different entities. The terrorist domaindependent approach of the algorithm enables drill-down to nuances such as
sentiment towards specific attributes or features of the entities. At the same
time, the algorithm will aggregate sentiment towards asset of ontologically
linked entities to identify the sentiment towards the “parent” entity (e.g. a
negative sentiment towards entities linked to an entity may indicate a general
negative sentiment towards that entity). Thus, this feature ensures that for
instance the word “jihadist” is understood correctly and sentiments are
assigned correctly depending on who talks about them;



Semantic analysis of rich media (video): selection of tools for feature
extraction, classification, analysis, and retrieval of multimedia content from
audio, image and video data into a single software package. The project will use
existing image and audio processing libraries to the counter-terrorism context
for detecting key audio and video features such as scene detection, logo and
flag detection, face detection and weapons detection. Thus, this feature
enables not only to analyse textual data, but data o images and videos;



Dynamic Network Analysis: centred around the collection, analysis,
understanding and prediction of dynamic relations (such as who talks to whom)
and the impact of such dynamics on individual and group behaviour. DNA
combines computational techniques, such as machine learning and artificial
intelligence, with traditional graph and social network theory, and empirical
research on human behaviour, groups, organizations, and societies in order to
develop and test tools and theories of relational enabled and constrained
action. This feature ensures that hidden networks and key opinion leaders are
revealed within the community analyzed;

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Complex Event Processing supports the real-time statistical analysis and
processing of large social media datasets to find the dynamics, interactions,
feedback loops, causal connections and trends requiring immediate action.
Thus this feature ensures that hidden patterns are detected among the
seemingly not connected events;



Artificial Intelligence is an additional layer combining the technologies NLP,
SNA and CEP for the best performance and optimization. This feature ensures
the self-adjustment of the system;



Integrated Synergetic solution tools supplying operational solution for LEAs
considering data privacy, visualization and meta-learning.



Developed based upon multiple LEAs criteria and needs – in addition to the above
features, RED-Alert platform benefits from the real-life knowledge afforded by the
LEAs in consortium members’ countries. The platform will be built based on the
needs of LEAs from five different countries in Europe something that no other
competitor can claim at this moment. This will not only allow for increased user
acceptance regarding this project’s results but it will also provide a validated
product to the market.

4.2. Weaknesses and Threats
There are a number of weaknesses and threats that should be taken into account.


Lack of brand recognition - Being a new player on the market, the platform will
need to gain the trust of our target users – as well as the way various partners
are spread throughout Europe, which could potentially hinder our exploitation
efforts due to logistical challenges.



Consortium members have different business models the operate according
to that need to be adjusted for the success of the platform The commercial
focus of each of the commercial partners is also a challenge, as each of the
companies has somewhat different business domains.



Cost of development and maintenance - given the fact that the RED-Alert
platform is a complex platform, both scientifically and technically, the solution
might become too costly to maintain (to support the cost of further
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development and guaranteeing the solution), given the financial means of the
group of partner companies, most of them SMEs.


Competitors are big brand names with more resources- the market landscape
is dominated by big names and should be considered as a major threat: IBM
and Palantir, just to name a few. As a small group of companies, mostly SMEs, it
will be more challenging to gain a foothold in the market and to compete with
these larger entities, which boast huge marketing and business development
budgets.



Similar solutions may appear on the market - Another significant threat would
be the appearance of a similar tool on the market, especially if the solution is
provided by one of the players previously mentioned, as their larger market
footprint and ability to market their products will be challenging to outpace.

Business impact:
Justification- on the basis of its expected commercial benefit (advantages over
competitors).

The RED-Alert platform has several expected impacts. The solution enables
LEAs to improve their investigation capabilities, due to the multi layered and
interdisciplinary characteristics of the RED-Alert platform, which none of the
competitors reviewed above offers.

LEAs are expected to solve crimes more rapidly, reducing societal distress, as
well as mitigating investigative costs and the impact on victims and their
relatives. LEAs are also expected to prevent more terrorist attacks and be able
to better identify and understand criminal activities.

As laid out in the DoA, there will be a number of additional impacts beyond just
the fight against crime and terrorism achieved by the RED-Alert project [10].
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4.3. Industrial and End-User Impact
The industrial impact and the End User impact of RED-Alert go hand in hand as
follows:

A successful adoption of the RED-Alert platform will mean that LEAs have
indeed improved their real time data analysis and terror prevention
performance. That in turn will translate to bolstering the competitiveness and
growth of European companies, either the consortium members who will gain
professional reputation as a solution global leader or the business sector as a
whole that will enjoy a less risky environment to operate in which may means
growth, better financing, expansion and job creation.
The RED-Alert development efforts are led by four technology SMEs (INSKT,
INT, MAV, ICE) and one large industrial (SIV) who will own and exploit the main
exploitable results. Successful demonstrators will strengthen their competitive
position as social media analytics suppliers to the LEA community and beyond.

From the End User perspective RED-Alert development efforts are driven by
end-user (LEA) requirements in order to make sure that they are aligned with
real-world requirements. End-users selected for the project cover a variety of
countries where the terrorism pressure is medium at the time of the delivery of
this deliverable (Romania, Republic of Moldavia) to very high (Spain, UK, Israel)
so the system can be field-tested in the most demanding contexts.

Therefore, a successful validation of the RED-Alert platform by top European
counter-terrorism agencies in this demanding context will open a significant
market opportunity for the consortium members. If successful, it is expected
that LEAs in the consortium will roll-out the system at a larger scale and will
recommend the system to their peers for improved cross-agency real time
collaboration which will increase their real time data analysis, crime solving and
terror prevention metrics even higher. The support of Europol will also be a key
to the dissemination of the project results within the LEA community.
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The project will therefore have a direct impact on the efficiency and
competency of LEAs to detect, prevent and solve crimes and terror attacks.
Such impact will only grow as the adoption of the RED-Alert platform widens.

Additional direct impact will be on the growth of the consortium’s industrial
suppliers:


INSKT, INT, MAV will leverage the project to develop their sales of
customized social medial analytic products towards European LEAs;



INSKT and INT will also be able to reuse the project know-how to
enhance their existing NLP technology platforms (Sento and Intuscan) in
various application domains (non-LEA related) such as consumer
sentiment analysis;



SIV will be able to reuse the project know-how on the Big Data and
Analytics projects as a software solutions provider. The complex
integrated solution combining NLP, SNA, CEP and AI/ML for Social
Media Analytics and Open-Source Intelligence can be used in different
domains.

4.4. Scientific Impact
The challenge-based third pillar of Horizon 2020 emphasizes the need to take
the societal problems as a starting point for research and innovation work. The
technical work of the project requires an interdisciplinary project approach
(social network analysis, natural language processing, semantic media analysis,
complex event processing, data privacy, psychology, counter-terrorism) that
can only be provided by a combination of researchers, industry suppliers and
end-users.

Several concepts have emerged in recent decades to interpret and illustrate the
process of knowledge creation, in particular the non-linear nature of innovation
and the multiple input and feedback loops required between the actors in an
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innovation system. For example, new knowledge on NLP, SNA or CEP created
by the RED-Alert research is the source of improvement for industry suppliers
and in return, new market prospects for innovation identified by LEAs can point
towards new avenues for intelligent law enforcement solutions.

4.5. Societal Impact
Societal impact manifests itself by giving better tools to European LEAs, while
strengthening personal data privacy. The project results will help LEAs in
Europe (and around the world) to embrace digital technology and use social
media to support their day-to-day activities. LEAs have been undergoing far
reaching change in recent years. A reduction in the numbers of frontline staff
and budgets is driving departments to seek out innovative methods of reducing
operational gaps. The level of sophistication required to identify, track and
defeat terrorism is such that disjointed legacy systems are becoming an
expensive weakness in the policing system. Emerging out of these changes is a
growing momentum in the number of new projects using advanced analytics
and threat detection based on social media intelligence. As dependence on
social media for personal and business information gathering and
dissemination is growing, social media use by law enforcement agencies will
accelerate rapidly, prompting the need for social media training, policies,
dedicated staff, and investment in social media analytics software, all of which
can be supported by the RED-Alert project results.

The project results will also help LEAs using social media and should keep them
on top of legal and regulatory compliance issues, such as public records, data
security, and terms of use with social media providers, jurisdictional
considerations, and social media as it related to existing laws, such as those on
harassment. Such issues have gained importance and relevance against the
backdrop of the various revelations of mass surveillance and the processing of
huge amounts of personal data, by security agencies who, in certain instances
did not fully respect basic data protection and privacy tenets.
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Any project that involves the processing of personal data needs to strike a
balance between the interests of society and the fundamental privacy rights of
internet users, and this project will comply with generic data privacy legislation,
as well as specific substantive provisions relating to the processing of personal
data within a law enforcement context.
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5. Cost Benefit Analysis


Based on LEA feedback and the results of the field trial we will have a more
complete view of the benefits vs. cost of rolling out the RED-Alert system to an
entire LEA. That said this analysis will be performed during the pilot stage, at
the end of which a complete analysis will be finalized and ready for review.



At this time and based on information provided to consortium members by
LEAs they have access to, we have learned that a typical LEAs will be willing to
pay approximately, at a minimum, 400,000 euros per year for the initial
acquisition of the RED-Alert platform and approximately 4,000 euros per user
seat annually. This price should include all installation of the software system to
be deployed, as well as cover any maintenance fees and software updates (e.g.
addition of new languages, new features, patches, bug fixing, etc.).



The number of users in these LEAs runs as low as 3 users and goes into dozens.
For obvious reasons the exact number has not been revealed to the consortium
members but it is safe to assume that at this time, the average user count per a
typical LEA would be anywhere between 5-10 users. Naturally, this number
(users/LEA) will grow as the RED-Alert platform takes hold and proves itself as a
tool of choice and also as a result of the growing online traffic and the
commensurate need to detect early and process fast enough all the additional
information that is being added constantly.



In light of the fact that the cost of developing the RED-Alert platform was EUR
5,000,000 it will cover its cost and reach profitability upon attracting 13 LEA
clients. Given that there are 18,821 LEAs worldwide, the RED-Alert platform
business potential is mind boggling. Add to that, all the potential clients in
other fields as discussed above and the potential grows exponentially.

Last but not least, non-financial benefits, although non quantifiable at this stage,
should also be included when taking the RED-Alert business case into consideration
because they can add to the overall worth of the project in areas such as enhanced
worker productivity due to the use of the RED-Alert system, employee morale, risk
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mitigation to the LEA and the public at large, better safeguard to civil rights (as the
platform’s accuracy will enable more precise and focused data mining) and so forth.
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6. Conclusion
This deliverable discussed the business case for the RED-Alert platform. In light of the
wide spread and strong societal and related trends emanating from the use and
availability of social media platforms, there is growing need (and importance) to detect
terrorism online content and nip it in the bud. Coupled with that need is the growing
need to provide a comprehensive solution that will enable LEAs to detect, collect,
process and analyze at close to real time speed any information so gathered into
actionable intelligence.

LEAs today are struggling to keep up the pace with extremist groups, using tools that
are not specifically designed to meet their needs. The competitive analysis explains
that, although there are some tools available on the market - some of them are even
used by law enforcement agencies - these tools do not provide the comprehensive and
synergetic solution RED-Alert provides. RED-Alert's NLP, SNA and CEP components
together with Integration Component will ensure that LEAs will dispose a fully-fledged
tool, which will evolve over time making sure that end-users are not missing important
data relevant for their activity. At the same time, the project’s results will have wide
societal, industrial, and scientific impacts.

Actual metrics for the RED-Alert solution, including quantity, quality and speed of
performance processed by the RED-Alert platform as its ROI and CBA including those of
an LEA full roll out scenario can only be fully calculated and presented once the field
trials results will be received and processed. However even at this stage it is evident
that RED-Alert has an immense business potential and it can be made profitable upon
signing up 13 LEAs as clients.
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